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Upcoming Evenets

No. 1 City to Live in the U.S.
By Paula Florentino

October 23thWomen’s finale in
Handball
October 26thBasketball Matches
Female and Male
teams

Austin, Texas is ranked as the best city to live in the U.S, third
year in a row. It is one of the fastest-growing cities towards
technology, startups, and innovation. Home to various
companies, such as DELL and Bumble, Austin has numerous
parks, restaurants, and dance hubs. Nevertheless, the best part
is that Austin is state tax-free. The capital of Texas received this
title due to its high living quality since 2017. Austin is the ideal
city to begin businesses because it has a low cost of living and
affordable real estate. In conclusion, if you need to choose one
city in the United States, select Austin for better quality,
entertainment, and work.

October 31stHalloween
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SPORTS
Handball Games

By :Shandry Plaisimon

Punta Cana International School initiated a series of
intercourse handball games, led by our physical education
teacher, Jorge Silega; at the basketball court during the third
recess. Played by teams of students from 8th grade to high
school, these students demonstrated their athletic abilities
and competitive drive. The teams from different fields, face
each other to reach the finals, where other undergraduates
watched and supported the teams with cheer. The games
themselves have brought competitiveness, dedication, and
commitment among the teams who fought for the win.

The competition has not been a slow ride since it is incredibly notorious that the teams give everything
on the court and are not willing to give in. Everybody wants to reach the final, but only two teams can
arrive and play In the grand finale. Today October 21 the final was played between the seniors and
juniors, male gender. It was a very intense game, but the seniors were victorious. Still, on October 23,
the final of the female games will happen and we are waiting with our fists clunch to see the final
winners.

Who will win the final? Stay tuned.

¡Halcones Compiten en la Copa Claro!

Por Saúl Peñalo

El pasado sábado 28 de septiembre, nuestro equipo
masculino de fútbol, “Hawks”, participó en el torneo
INTERCOLEGIAL CLARO FUTSAL en la categoría 15-17,
llevado a cabo en Santo Domingo en el Club Santa Fé a las
3:00 p.m. Los Halcones compitieron contra el Colegio Saint
Michael quien resultó ganador del torneo 9-1.
Definitivamente nuestro equipo aprovechará esta
experiencia para seguir desarrollando sus habilidades en el
juego y poder conquistar los próximos partidos. ¡Arriba
Halcones! ¡Viva el fútbol!
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THE 16-YEAR-OLD FIGHTING
TO RESCUE OUR WORLD
By Cloe Chapotot and Melissa Cuello

It is Greta Thunberg, a Swedish
environmental
activist,
who
targets her efforts to the effects
of global warming. It all started in
2018 when she began a “school
strike for climate” in front of the
Swedish parliament. Soon after,
she obtained recognition from
students of other communities;
and, as a result, it became an
international movement called
Fridays for Future. Suddenly, she
became a global sensation, and
since then she has delivered
many impressive speeches on
the global stage. Her purpose: to
eliminate our carbon footprint
and reduce our effect on global
warming. Her plan: to use her
influence to urge politicians to
take
immediate
action
on
resolving this crisis.

From a young age, Greta became
interested in climate change;
starting from within her own home.
Greta convinced her parents to
make environment-friendly lifestyle
choices such as becoming vegan
and abstaining from air travel to
reduce their carbon footprint. As
mentioned before, Greta’s first
activist movement was “Fridays for
Future”, but she didn’t stop there.
Ever since she has continued to
raise awareness for climate
change. To show the importance
of reducing carbon emission, the
16-year-old made a transatlantic
voyage in a yacht equipped with
solar panels and underwater
turbines. Her destination was the
United Nations Climate Change
Summit, which she attended this
past Monday. In it, Greta
addressed the summit and
expressed with great passion the
existential threats that climate
change will have on our
generation.

Furthermore, the conference
established the rules for the Paris
Agreement,
which
combats
climate change. Consequently,
her actions and international
influence have been denominated
as the “Greta Thunberg Effect”,
and she has been recognized
with many awards including a
nomination for the Nobel Peace
Prize.
Greta’s pure and profitless
intentions are now being heard by
world leaders. Though, that does
not ensure they will complete the
demanded changes. Now, the
power lies in our generation, and
it has become our responsibility
to awaken the world to these
dangers. It is up to us to make
this happen because after all, it is
our world we have to rescue.

Ways to reduce our carbon footprint:
Clasify your waste

Use reusable bottles

Reduce disposable
containers usage

Use reusable
shopping bags

Turn off everything
when not in use
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RED ALERT: The Blue
Planet In Danger
By Maria Santana

Sea levels are rising, water is getting warmer, ice
is melting and it is all our fault. Human activity in
the past decades have increased the emission of
greenhouse gases released to the environment,
and with it fueling global warming.

Leaders for Change
By Maria Santana

The world is changing and it isn't for the better. Every day
humans release tons of greenhouse gases to the
atmosphere. Still, one of the most controversial and
harming ways is definitely the use of fossil fuels. Fossil
fuels are the Earth's biggest energy source, so even
though they are harmful for our world, we won't stop
using them any time soon. Deeply concerned with our
current situation, “Fundacion Grupo Puntacana”
partnered with Puntacana International School’s 10th
graders to bring these actions to the light in their
community and prevent the huge amounts of greenhouse
gases to affect our future. In groups, the students worked
on written reports about Puntacana's ecological
efficiency, which included findings and solutions that
could increase sustainability in the area. They
accomplished this by conducting a series of projects in
which the students determined the efficiency of the
current status of waste classification and control of
electric power services.

The Earth's oceans and seas absorb 90% of the
extra heat emitted by humans. As a result, ice is
melting, rising sea level at such a rate that by 2100 it
is said to increase by 1.1 meters. Furthermore,
oceanic ecosystems would be destroyed, affecting
food sources. Other alterations caused by the
disastrous situation are increased tropical cyclones,
flooding of coastal cities, and limiting economic
activities. A report had been previously published by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in 2014 assessing how our planet would be
affected if the temperature rose by 1.5 C. This year's
report centers on the world's oceans and the
cryosphere. The two reports put into perspective
what our actions have provoked. We aren't only
putting our lives in the balance, but life in general.
We encourage you to read the reports by the IPCC
to get a better understanding of what the planet is
facing. The time to change the future is now because
at this pace there will be no time for change
tomorrow.

The project turned out successful as the solutions given
were indeed benefiting to the environment and
atmosphere. Among the student's solutions, you could
find: hiring someone to manage the school's electrical
consumption, setting a timer for the ACS, and raise
awareness of the population about the problem.
Implementing those solutions will take little, but it will
have a big impact on nature as a whole. With these
solutions implemented into the community and done as
common practices, it will be a step closer to a greener
life and a healthy society.
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POETRY
FESTIVAL
A NIGHT OF INTELLECTUALS
By: Mia Leonardo
This past 26th of September, the V Festival of Poetry, an enriching event loaded with cultural diversity and talent, was
celebrated at the main plaza of Puntacana Village. Well-known poets from around the country, such as Daniela Cruz Gil,
Jose Monte Soñé, Soledad Alvarez and Angela Hernandez, joined the celebration and delighted the public with their
outstanding poems. In addition to that, students from Politecnico Ann & Ted Kheel and PCIS shared their writings with
the audience, demonstrating how the young generations also enjoy the act of writing. Truly a memorable experience
worthy of sharing.

Before the show, we were able to interview Soledad Alvarez, a distinguished poet from
the Dominican Republic. We asked some questions regarding her career and future goals
as a professional poet.
Question: How did you feel when writing your

Question: What inspired you the most to write?

first poem?
Answer: When I started, political poetry was
Answer: I’ve always said that literature and

the most common during those times. I wrote

poetry are my life. I can’t tell you exactly how I

about my parents because they were my

felt the first time I wrote a poem because it’s

closest figures. Later on, when I reached an

such a part of me now that I don’t feel the first

intersection in my life, I began with political

time. Since I was a child, I wrote and read very

and,

much and you have to understand that by living

Afterward, new interests began to arose like

during the 60s, most of the poems were

nature, the sea,... as in inspiration.

logically,

politics-based. Since a young age, I began to
write verses to the Virgin Mary, my country, my
family, etc.

THE CLIPPERS

moved

into

love

poetry.

Question: Now, do you believe that your style

Question: To finish up, do you have any goals in

has changed throughout the years?

your career related to writing soon?

Answer: Yes, of course! Every era has its

Answer: Yes! Recently I’ve challenged myself to

aesthetic.

pretty

dabble in prose. I tried to make a mix between

colloquial during the 60s and the 70s. Later,

narration and poetry since it’s said that poets

politic poetry substituted colloquialism. Today, in

can’t tell stories. Even though I finished, I would

general, the modern aesthetic in poetry is like a

like to continue working in narrative poetry or

hybrid. Like every writer has a lot of reading to

poetic narrative. At the same time, I have as a

do, one begins to absorb the voices and the

goal a new cycle of poetry about domestic life.

ways of saying things over the years, like a

The situation a woman faces in their daily life,

sponge.

media

fulfilling her roles and maintaining her internal

influences writers. How do I say this… it brings

life, the desire of flying and take off from the

more ease to the verse.

daily schedule. Those contradictions are the

Long

ago,

Nowadays,

poems

were

audiovisual

ones that I want to implement in poetry.

The Ocean
Poem by Shandry Plaisimon

I float above an ocean, an ocean that falls
through your dreams. In unknown depths,
I want to dive and see that they are in those
depths.
But I'm afraid, and I'm afraid to dive.
It kills me the curiosity of knowing that there is
in that bottom,
in the bottom of that blue water.

The sun, as well as gold, illuminates this ocean of
despair,
and reflects my sweet face of regret,
because I am dying to enter there but fear
dominates me.
I blush in secret thoughts of you and just look at
my reflection.
The reflection of the seagulls catches
the light of my smile and gives me that courage.

If I were brave, I would dive into those confusing
waters,
full of waves of sadness, and tides of joy.
Looking for unknown depths, I long to dive
beneath your surface.
I want lost treasures at the bottom of the ocean.

My lonely shore can flood, the waves dot my legs,
a desire to bathe flood my being.
I will break the fear to face a wavy and fierce
river.
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Homeroom Wars: the Battle We All Want
to Win
By Mia Leonardo

Free pizza? Sign me up!
This past Friday the 11th, the seniors at PCIS came up with a fresh idea that woke up students'
competitive spirit. Homeroom Wars, as they chose to call it, was a creativity contest where each
class had to come up with a theme and have everyone dress accordingly. The classroom with the
most participants would win a pizza party sponsored by the seniors!
PCIS students don't play it softly when it comes to competitions. Original and funny themes were
spotted everywhere across campus. Some came as clowns, others as zodiac signs, and some
even traveled back to the 90s! Dope vibes, am I right?
Congratulations to the winners from 5C, you guys did great!
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Accreditation Visit

VCOM

By Cloe Chapotot

By Paula Florentino

These past few weeks, our school received a

The Edwards Via College of Osteopathic Medicine,

much-awaited

England

best known as VCOM, is an osteopathic medical

Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC),

school that provides the possibility of gaining a

visit

from

the

New

an American association that accredits our
school. Learners, teachers, and staff members
welcomed

warmly

representatives

Alison

from

and

the

Andrea,

NEASC.

the
They

commented that The Puntacana International
School provides an

neurosurgery license for every U.S state. In recent
years it has developed a partnership with the Punta
Cana Foundation and the Office of Public Health
and Social Assistance in the Dominican Republic,
allowing the practicing doctors to do year-round
services in Veron Rural Clinic and missionary trips
to the area with the medical students providing
healthcare in multiple communities.

“exceptional learning environment”.
The Puntacana International School students had

Alison

and

Andrea

arrived

on

campus

on

September 30th and left on October 3rd. They
were eager to observe all the changes and
innovations our school has adopted since their
last visit, four years ago. Three students from
Senior School greeted them with a tour of the

the

pleasure

of

volunteering

as

doctor-patient

interpreters from doctor to patient; even though
some students may find this tedious, others believe
it's a "heartwarming experience" and the assisted
communities feel eternally grateful for the support
and aid provided.

school's campus. Later, on Tuesday they had a

Medical students from VCOM use this trip as a

meaningful meeting with a group of diverse

learning opportunity, “it gives us a lot of good

outstanding learners, from Senior School, to

patient experience and allows us to see different

discuss the school’s progress and suggest what

types of things that we might not see as much in the

is

United States, and it gives us a lot of hands-on

needed

throughout

in
their

our

school’s

visit,

Alison

future.
and

Also,
Andrea

engaged in many activities with the teaching
and non-teaching staff. Despite their intense
schedule, they enjoyed every minute they had
with us and were very much pleased with where

experience…, we gain practical experience, I feel
more confident in seeing a patient than I was
before.” At the same time the PCIS students say
great things about the event, as student, Max Prado,
said "We dealt with a lot of kids who don't have the
opportunities we have” and as stated by PCIS

our school is at right now in the path of

student, Leonardo Moro “we were able to watch

achieving excellence.

another reality and learn how to manage in a difficult
situation.”
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